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Sports Centre Activities 
Suggestion from the NATO Golf CLub 

 

 

As a means to expand the variation and breadth of activities for all to enjoy and benefit 

from, I am happy to forward a proposal for a video based Golf Simulator system, that could 

fit nicely into Sports Centre area, either as a temporary or more permanent basis.  

A Golf Simulator provides you with the opportunity to play golf, practice, compete or simply 

have fun, without the need to go to a golf course, being dependent on an expensive club 

membership, good weather, a registered handicap etc.   

We have explored the market, and suggest something like this: 

 

 
 

In short, the NATO Golf Club recommends either the SkyTrak SwingBay or the SkyTrak 

Retractable (See below). The decision on which one would be dependent upon whether the 

Sports Centre wants the space to be multipurpose or not.   

The SkyTrak Retractable allows us to break down the golf hitting area and leave the main 

part of the net and screen up.   

The SkyTrak SwingBay is a little bit better in terms of quality of picture, but it would be a 

permanent setup. 
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SkyTrak SwingBay:   

 

 
 

The cost for the SkyTrak SwingBay is $9,999.00,-. This does not include shipping (a one-

time cost) or a subscription for the simulation (which could be a one-time cost or annual 

cost).  The space requirements for this option are 9 feet high, 12 feet deep, and 16 feet wide 

(3 yards high, 4 yards deep and just over 5 yards wide).  I would expect shipping to be 

expensive (perhaps a couple hundred euros, or maybe even more) 

 

 

SkyTrak Retractable:   
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The cost (also without shipping) for the SkyTrak Retractable is $8,999.00,-.  The shipping 

costs would be about the same, and the subscription costs would be the same.  The space 

requirements for this option are 9 feet high, 12 feet deep and 12 feet wide (so a little 

narrower than the SwingBay).  Again, this allows multipurpose use of the space, but the 

quality of the picture is a little less just because of the type of screen it uses. 

 

For both options, we would recommend doing a one-time purchase of The Golf Club package 

of simulations, which includes 150,000 different courses, which would cost $895.  For 

reference, an annual purchase of The Golf Club would be $479, so in just two years, we pay 

less by choosing the one time purchase.   

 

For both option, it would require an annual SkyTrak subscription for the Player Improvement 

package which is about $100.00. 

 

Complete Package costs and what it includes: 

 

SkyTrak SwingBay: 

Total cost would be $10,994 + shipping.  Additional costs if we wanted to use different mats, 

but not necessary. 

 

Package includes: (Essentially everything we would need) 

SkyTrak Launch Monitor and protective case 

Projector and protective mounting 

Hitting mat 

Mat from hitting area to screen 

Ball Tray 

Screen and enclosure 

Laptop, and accessories for the Simulator 

 

SkyTrak Retractable: 

Total cost would be $9,994 + shipping.  Additional costs if we wanted to use different mats, 

but not necessary. 
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Package includes: (Again, essentially everything) 

SkyTrak Launch Monitor and protective case 

Projector (the site doesn't say the protective mounting, but it should be included). 

Hitting mat 

Mat from hitting area to screen 

Ball Tray 

Retractable screen and enclosure 

Laptop, and accessories for the Simulator 

 

 

In closing, please have a look at this proposal, and don’t hesitate to reach out, if we in any 

way can be of any assistance to you in the process of deciding. 

 

For your further consideration. 

 

POC’s at the NATO Golf Club are: 

Darryl Rupp, Club Captain, ph.: 0468 421 488 

Max A.L.T. Nielsen, Club President, ph.: 0475 699 007 

 

 

On behalf of the NATO Golf Club. 

 

 

Max A.L.T. Nielsen 

President 

NATO Golf CLub 

 

   


